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Alonso Vidal Gallery 

"Collective Showcase & Exhibitions"

Right in the heart of the city stands the unique Galeria Alonso Vidal,

dedicated to contemporary art. The venue is housed in a recently

converted cellar, and it displays artwork by various well-known national

and international artists. At the same time, it genuinely tries to promote

new talent and art forms. The motive is to encourage a healthy exchange

of ideas amongst art lovers and artists.

 +34 93 302 1024  www.alonsovidal.com/  galeria@alonsovidal.com  Carrer de Fontanella 13,

Sótano, Barcelona
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Manel Mayoral Gallery 

"National & International Artists"

The works by national and international painters from the last two

centuries are displayed in Galeria Manuel Mayoral. Some of these painters

include prestigious artists such as Graner, Brull, Baixeras, Rusiñol, Casas,

Grau-Sala, Pruna and Opisso. Works by modern artists like Wifredo Lan,

Fernando Botero, Celso Legar, Hans Hartung, Luis Freih, Antoni Clavé and

Miquel Barceló are have also been exhibited here. A must-visit for

connoisseurs wanting to browse through some timeless pieces of art.

 +34 93 488 0283  carrer del Consell de Cent 286, Barcelona
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Manuel Barbié Art Gallery 

"Promoting Ancient Art"

This is one of the most important galleries in the city promoting ancient

art. It is located in an area that has historically housed many art galleries.

The gallery displays the beauty of ancient art in all its forms and the work

ranges from paintings to archaeological artifacts. The establishment also

hosts regular classical art shows such as a magnificent exhibition in the

past featuring sculptures, paintings, and drawings by the great artist Julio

González.

 +34 93 487 4453  Carrer del Consell de Cent 321, Barcelona

Artur Ramón Art Gallery 

"Selection of Lithographs & Sketches"

Surrounded by history and by numerous antique shops in the Barrio

Gótico, this magnificent art gallery is well-known for its excellent selection

of art, and for its superb way of displaying it. Artur Ramón is a true

specialist in selecting art and is very good at combining the work of

Catalan artists with that of Europeans. This gallery has shown not only

lithographs by Picasso, but also the work of artists such as Piranesi and

Man Ray. Although the gallery specializes in lithographs and sketches, it

also shows other kinds of art such as Catalan ceramics or Chinese vases.

https://cityseeker.com/barcelona/377303-alonso-vidal-gallery
https://pixabay.com/en/exhibition-see-visitors-gallery-1659475/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
https://cityseeker.com/barcelona/94325-manel-mayoral-gallery
https://pixabay.com/en/exhibition-visitors-visit-art-1659525/
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
https://cityseeker.com/barcelona/92637-manuel-barbié-art-gallery
https://cityseeker.com/barcelona/91579-artur-ramón-art-gallery


 +34 93 302 5970  carrer de la Palla 23, Barcelona

Dolors Junyent Art Gallery 

"Historical & Contemporary Art Gallery"

The Dolors Junyent Galeria D'Art located in Barcelona was founded in

1978 and since then has been successfully displaying paintings of various

contemporary painters as well as art work of painters from the 10th and

11th centuries. The gallery is well-maintained and is reputed to exhibit the

finest artworks of well-known artists of international fame.

 +34 93 215 6393  www.dolorsjunyent.com  galeria@dolorsjunyent.com  carrer Aragó 268, Barcelona

Artevistas Gallery 

"Sculpture & Art"

Artevistas is an exquisite art gallery which offers a wide variety art. Select

your pick from an eclectic collection of paintings, sculpture, photography,

figurines and more. These are original pieces by some of the most

qualified and talented artists of the region, as over 50 artists work here to

give you the finest that Barcelona has to offer. Artevista also holds

exhibitions regularly, which are a must for any art aficionado. You won't

find such quality elsewhere.

 +34 93 513 0465  www.artevistas.eu/  info@artevistas.com  passatge del Crèdit 4,

Barcelona
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Suñol Foundation 

"Contemporary Art Treat"

The Suñol Foundation is a non-profit organization dedicated to opening

up the contemporary artworks of Josep Suñol to the public. At the same

time, the foundation promotes the production and diffusion of avant-

garde art. Filled with impressive pieces, the Josep Suñol Collection

comprises more than 1200 works of art from artists like Warhol, Picasso,

Miró, Dalí, Tàpies, Giacometti, and many more. It is exhibited in different

formats, from chronological sequences to dialogues and interactions

between the different works in the collection. Contemporary art lovers

flock to the Suñol Foundation and its exciting temporary exhibitions. Be

one of them!

 +34 93 496 1032  www.fundaciosunol.org/  info@fundaciosunol.org  Passeig de Gràcia 98,

Barcelona
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PLOM Gallery 

"Gallery For Kids"

The PLOM Gallery in Barcelona is a one-of-a-kind art space that is

specially designed to bring out the inner artist that lies within each child.

The gallery offers a wide range of fun activities and projects through

which children can express themselves in a way that they aren't

accustomed to. Art classes are also undertaken here and are carried out

the guidance of friendly professional artists, who help your children to

rediscover themselves.

 +34 93 237 7865  www.plomgallery.com/  hello@plomgallery.com  Carrer de Sèneca 31,

Barcelona
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